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This is the controller tor the scorehoardatthe toWn rmk to help you fipd the locations of the
different buttons.
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Note: You must hit the manual hom button to indicate line changes at the
following times left on the clockeach period: 9:00,7:30,6:00,4:30,3:00,1:30

To run the game clock hit the Start button when the referee drops the puck to
start the play and when the whistle blows to stop the play bit the Stop button.
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Settine Period:
1. Hit Period button
2. Hit appropriate period number

on the number pad.
3. mtEnte-r.

Setting PeriodTime:
'1. Hit'Set'Timebutton
2. Using the number pad type in

1030.
3. HitEnter

Adding a Goal:
1. Locate the appropriate side

(home or guest)
2. HitScore +1

Changing Goal Total:
1. HIt Goal button.
2. Using number pad, enter in the

correct score.
3. Hit Enter.

Setting Penalty Time:
1. Locate appropriate side. (home

orgnest)
2. HitPlayerjPenaltybutton. '
3. Hit Enter button TWICE.
4. Using number pad, enter in time

~30 .
**Ex:CEPT ifpenalty is during last
4:30 ofgame then enter 1:00***

5. Hit Enter button.
6. Unit will hold up to 6 penalties

per side.

Erasing Penalty Time:
1. Hit Player/Penalty button.
2. Using adjacent arrow keys, find

penalty to be erased.
3. Hit Clear button.
4. Hit Enter button.
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When a Penalty is called:

~to fill out the Score Sheet for Hamburg Squirt Hockey 2012-2013

~hould be filled out by both coaches prior to game (stickers may be used for rosters). Please check to
~ if A line is somehow indicated on roster. If there is any question please ask the coach prior to ga me.

When a goal is scored:

1. Under PER fill in with the period number (l,2,3)
2. Under TIME fill in with time on the game clock.
3. Under Goal)ill in the NUMBER of the player referee says scored the goal.
4. Under Assists fill in the number of the players referee says assisted on the goal.
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1. Fill in PER with the period number (1,2,3)
2. Fill in the TIME with time on the game clock.
3. Fill in MIN with 4:30 for all penalties ***Ex~epti(>n:forpenalties called with less than 4:30 left on the

dock in the third period, they are 1:30****
4. Fill inPENALTY with the Referee's call (ex. Tripping)
5. Fill in OFFwith the time the penalty was taken. (Same as TIME, this is the time the player left the ice.)
6. Subtract 4:30 from the OFF time and fill that in the ON time. (This is the time on the clock When the

player leaves the penalty box). If the penalty runs out after a period change make sure you calculate
correctly. If the penalty ocCurs in the last minute of the period subtract 1:30 from the time.

At the end of the game fill out the score section at the top right of the page and give the
score sh'eet to the winning coach.

See Score sheet on back to see how these examples are filled in to help you:

Goal Examples:

. No Goals in 1st period.

With 4:22 seconds left on the clock in the second period Bridgette Jones scores a goal assisted by Dennis
Miller and Ben Johnson. .

The next goal is scored in the 3rd period at 10:10 by Adam Smith with the assist going to Bridgette Jones.

The final goal of the game is scored with 10 seconds I.eft in the game by Bette Davis unassisted.

Penalty Examples:

At 5:35 ofthe first period Bette Davis goes off the ice for Tripping.

Also in the 1st period Bridgette Jones takes a slashing penalty with 1:20 left in the period. (Note this
penalty ends in the 2nd period.)

No penalties in the 2nd period.

In the 3
rd

period at 9:00 Adam Smith takes a roughing penalty. Th~ last penalty of the game was taken by .
Bridgette Jones for slashing with 3:20 left in the game. (Note this penalty runs 1:30 seconds because there
is less than 4:30 left in the game)
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NOTE:  Each goal on one line. Do NOT put "hash marks" next to player names to record goals or assists




